
Context
The New Zealand Inventory of Dams (NZID v4.0) includes 3284 water retaining structures, of which
at least 903 meet the current Large Dam criteria (≥4 m high and 20,000 m3 stored volume). Many
of these existing dams are relatively small earthfill dams (e.g. <10 m). They are used for irrigation
and are often owned by individual owners with limited resources to manage dam safety. There is
therefore an industry need for efficient approaches to assist these dam owners in understanding
and managing the safety of their dams.

While the proposed New Zealand Dam Safety Regulations include Classifiable Dam thresholds that
are intended to exclude small dams (such as those used for small scale irrigation), a significant
number of existing irrigation dams will still exceed these thresholds and therefore would be
covered by the Regulations. This is appropriate as many of these existing irrigation dams have
downstream populations at risk.

The proposed Regulations are intended to provide “A comprehensive dam safety scheme to ensure
that dams are managed appropriately consistent with the risk they pose”. This means that the risk
presented by each Large Dam needs to be understood. This is represented in industry practice and
the proposed regulations by a Potential Impact Classification (PIC).

Effective dam safety management also requires dam owners to understand what acceptable dam
performance looks like and when to seek technical assistance. The NZSOLD Guidelines 2015 provide
a framework for assessing performance and developing dam safety management systems.

This poster outlines an approach that was undertaken by T+T to complete dam safety reviews for
relatively small irrigation dams that would be Classifiable Dams under the proposed Regulations.

The Potential Impact Classification (PIC) sets the
performance expectations and the level of surveillance
and oversight recommended for a Large Dam. The PIC can 
have significant implications for a dam owner, which must 
be balanced with the risk presented (especially life safety). 
The PIC is key to the proposed Regulations aim of      
achieving a balance between risk management and     
compliance cost. As such, it is essential that the PIC is    
appropriately assessed and demonstrated.

In some cases, visual inspection can be sufficient to
assess the PIC. In more complex areas, 2D overland
flow modelling is a powerful tool that can be used to         
inform engineering judgment when determining a PIC. The
increasing public availability of LiDAR data has significantly
improved the ability to develop useful dam break models.
For dams with relatively flat downstream areas,                
intermediate level dam break assessments using 2D 
modelling are often necessary to demonstrate the PIC.

Performance assessment
Many existing small irrigation dams were constructed with limited design and/or
input from a dam engineer. As such the construction details are typically unknown.
This makes assessing the likely dam performance difficult and uncertain.

The following approach to assessing performance often improves the state of
knowledge about these dams. A staged approach is desirable as this enables
improved understanding without unjustified expense:

a. W hat is the observed performance? Many small dam owners take an interest
in their structure and can provide historic observations that support an initial
performance assessment. This includes observations of areas on a dam that
stay green in summer (suggesting seepage), flood performance of spillway
channel, and in some cases post-earthquake condition.

b. Do established precedents exist for similar dams? Are there dams nearby that
use similar materials, details and construction techniques. Can these dams
provide insight into the performance expectations of the dam being assessed?

c. What is the predicted performance?

 - Stability: Qualitative stability review based on dam height and slopes can be
used as a screening approach but may not improve the understanding of a
dam’s performance. Where stability is potentially marginal subject to the PIC
and embankment materials, initial level seepage and stability analysis can be
used to improve understanding of performance expectations. This initial
stage may also justify investigations to define material properties and
existing arrangements.

 - Flood routing and freeboard: High level flood routing models can be readily
developed from publically available information to inform assessment of
spillway capacity and freeboard. This is often necessary for these small
irrigation dams as prior assessment may not be available, and expected       
performance can not be demonstrated without some level of calculation.

 - Hydraulic performance of spillways and scour potential. Simple 1D hydraulic
models/ calculations can be a very useful tool for assessing channel capacity
and also when combined with empirical scour resistance methods.

d. A re the observations and predicted performance likely to meet current design
criteria? Is the performance clearly adequate or inadequate (within the                
uncertainties), or is it borderline and potentially warrants further assessment.

Dam Safety Management
Many small irrigation dams do not have dam safety management documents 
or processes. This means surveillance, maintenance and emergency response 
procedures are often sporadic, non-existent and/or undertaken by the dam 
owner without guidance. All Large Dams should have some effective means of 
monitoring dam safety and responding in an emergency, commensurate with 
the assigned PIC.

Helping dam owners effectively manage the safety of their dams requires clear 
communication, and simple and usable documentation. For dam surveillance 
this is especially important as the people undertaking surveillance are typically 
not experts in dam engineering. 

Effective dam safety management for small irrigation dams should at least: 

•  Encourage and facilitate effective surveillance by the owner and their staff.

• Clearly define when to seek help and how to do this.

No vegetation control on the crest, downstream face, and spillway which
limits surveillance and may impair performance.

 Large deep rooting vegetation at the downstream toe, and in some
instances on the dam, that may adversely affect the embankment
performance and lead to deterioration over time.

Inadequate freeboard to modern standards.

Limited scour protection in spillway channels.

Post construction modifications with no consideration of implications for
dam safety (e.g. modified batter slopes).

Dams are often used for stock and vehicle access, which can lead to             
deterioration of the crest and shoulders.

Minor wave lap erosion to the upstream face.

Pressurised conduits are present and typically with no provisions for
upstream isolation and/or downstream seepage collection and monitoring.

Clearing the vegetation from a dam and undertaking a topographic survey
(where one does not exist) can enable a more useful assessment of dam safety.
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It is important that hydraulic models are used with consideration of the uncertainties due to
the available information. Where initial/intermediate level assessments identify significant
uncertainty, a precautionary approach is recommended and this may inform the need to
further work to better understand the PIC.

Potential Impact Classification (PIC) Assessment

Assess existing dam condition
A site walkover inspection by a suitably experienced dam engineer is necessary to 
assess the dam condition. This also enables the downstream areas to be inspected to 
inform the PIC assessment/review.

Common issues encountered for small irrigation dams include: 
Dam safety reviews for  
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An approach to improve dam safety


